
Fourth international meeting:

29 - 30 - 31 July 2022

THREE DAYS AGAINST TECHNO-SCIENCES

In Altradimora, strada Caranzano 72, Alessandria (AL), Italy

The program will follow shortly

Last year we ended our invitation to these three days with a call to all organize themselves 
individually or collectively, as everyone saw fit. In this historical phase, in addition to seeking ways
intervene, we are interested in understanding what is happening. Because it is precisely the sense, 
the profound meaning of this Great Transformation, which is escaping most of us. What are 
irreversibly cut off are precisely those meanings that could make us recognize a threat and trigger 
the same spirit of rebellion. We are more convinced than ever that once we have recognized the 
extent of the Great Transformation - of which the declared pandemic was only a glimpse - it will be
the critical spirit that has survived the induced fears and toxins of propaganda that will develop 
proposals for intervention appropriate to what we are losing in an irreversibile way: what will not 
have been penetraded by genetic erosion and biological emptying for a new redefinition, first 
cybernetic and then chimerical of the human being.

Critics and future techno-rebels will find themselves in this new ground that is impossibile to 
signifly with old patterns and models of interpretation, united by the common urgency of those who
rejected the stated and underlying principles of reducing not only the human, but the whole living, 
considering that the whole of nature is in this disintegrating vortex, in a simulacrum - nothing to do 
with the silvery remains of dragonflies - in which one will no longer recognize oneself in what one 
was before, but in what will be given later.

This is why we organize these days, to develop a critical spirit and try to detoxify from the massive 
propaganda that crushes every reflection in the bud with formulas disguised as thought, but which 
are merely more sophisticated algorithm mechanics than the previous ones.

These are days to be together, to get to know each other, to intertwine reflections, experiences and 
even different paths, but united by the profound awareness of what is at stake - the very sense of 
humanity - and united in the centrality of the developments of this techno-scientific system, unlike 
those who think of themselves as the only repository of paths of freedom.

We have learned in these years of declared pandemic to be wary of false critics like Zuboff and 
Harari, so loved by progressives and by all those who welcome that fluid criticism that never 
materializes into anything, respectful of the possibilities of the cybernetic paradigm. Upon arrival 
there is a promise of transhumanism for everyone, perhaps in the end that was precisely the 
undeclared intention?

We distance ourselves from the eternal expectations of those who make profession thought and 
political dispute. We know clearly the nature of the new bionanotechnological and cybernetic 
paradigm that is taking shape in society and in all bodies. This is enough for us to start meeting and 
it is not a small thing, it is essential to continue Resisting.

Resistenze al nanomondo, Bergamo, May 15, 2022



The place where the meeting will take place, Altradimora, 
(http://www.monicalanfranco.it/altradimora/) is a house with beds and the possibility of putting up 
tents on the lawn in front of the house.

Help us organize the meeting in the best possible way, spreading this presentation and the 
programme as much as possible, and letting us know in advance of your presence.

Here is the presentation and the program of the previous meeting:
https://www.resistenzealnanomondo.org/necrotecnologie/23-24-25-luglio-tre-giornate-contro-le-
tecno-scienze/https://www.resistenzealnanomondo.org/italia-mondo/programma-tre- days-against-
techno-sciences-23-24-25-july-alessandria /

For information, reservations and contacts:
www.resistenzealnanomondo.org, info@resistenzealnanomondo.org
www.facebook.com/3giornatecontroletecnoscienze/ (being updated)
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